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As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as without diﬃculty as contract can be gotten
by just checking out a books Berry Julie Charm Secondhand afterward it is not directly done, you could agree to even more with
reference to this life, concerning the world.
We have enough money you this proper as skillfully as easy pretentiousness to get those all. We allow Berry Julie Charm Secondhand
and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. accompanied by them is this Berry Julie Charm
Secondhand that can be your partner.
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SECONDHAND CHARM
Bloomsbury Publishing USA In a secluded village, magic sparkles on the edges of the forest. There, a young girl named Evie
possesses unusually strong powers as a healer. A gypsy's charms-no more than trinkets when worn by others-are remarkably potent
when Evie ties them around her neck. Her talents, and charms, have not escaped the notice of the shy stonemason's son. But Evie
wants more than a quiet village and the boy next-door. When the prince's carriage arrives one day, and his footman has fallen ill, Evie
might just get her chance after all . . . Berry's debut novel garnered glowing reviews and strong sales-and now she's done it again with
a beautifully woven tale to keep all readers, young and old, absolutely charmed.

LOVELY WAR
Penguin Read the novel New York Times bestselling author of The Alice Network Kate Quinn called "easily one of the best novels I
have read all year!" A critically acclaimed, multi-layered romance set in the perilous days of World Wars I and II, where gods hold the
fates--and the hearts--of four mortals in their hands. They are Hazel, James, Aubrey, and Colette. A classical pianist from London, a
British would-be architect-turned-soldier, a Harlem-born ragtime genius in the U.S. Army, and a Belgian orphan with a gorgeous voice
and a devastating past. Their story, as told by goddess Aphrodite, who must spin the tale or face judgment on Mount Olympus, is ﬁlled
with hope and heartbreak, prejudice and passion, and reveals that, though War is a formidable force, it's no match for the
transcendent power of Love. Hailed by critics, Lovely War has received seven starred reviews and is an indie bestseller. Author Julie
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Berry has been called "a modern master of historical ﬁction" by Bookpage and "a celestially inspired storyteller" by the New York
Times, and Lovely War is truly her masterwork.

THE SCANDALOUS SISTERHOOD OF PRICKWILLOW PLACE
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. An outrageous plot of villainy starring seven brilliant young girls. At Prickwillow Place, Disgraceful
Mary Jane, Smooth Kitty and their fellow students are keeping a deadly secret. When the headmistress of St Etheldreda's School for
Young Ladies drops dead at Sunday dinner, her seven pupils agree on a clever scheme: to bury their teacher in the vegetable garden,
dress up Stout Alice in her place, and educate themselves. This is tricky enough in a small Victorian community, but when the girls
deduce that their teacher was poisoned - (it was the veal!) - they realise there is also a murderer on the prowl . . . An outrageous plot
of mysterious happenings, farce and friendship.

ALL THE TRUTH THAT'S IN ME
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. ALL THE TRUTH THAT'S IN ME is many things. It is a true romance, a story of desperate yearning
and unrequited love. It's a page-turning mystery full of twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the very end. But most of all,
it's an empowering drama about a girl's journey from victim to hero. Judith can't speak. Ever since the horrifying trauma that left her
best friend dead and Judith without her tongue, she's been a pariah in her close-knit community of Roswell Station; even her own
mother won't look her in the eye. All Judith can do is silently pour out her thoughts and feelings to the love of her life, the boy who's
owned her heart as long as she can remember - even if he doesn't know it - her childhood friend, Lucas. But when Roswell Station is
attacked by enemies, long-buried secrets come to light . . . and Judith's world starts to shift on its axis. Before she knows it, Judith is
forced to choose: continue to live in silence, or recover her voice, even if what she has to say might change her world, and the lives
around her, forever.

SECONDHAND CHARM
Bloomsbury Publishing USA On her journey to the royal university to become a doctor, ﬁfteen-year-old Evie, wearing potent gypsy
charms, learns of her monstrous inheritance.

DON'T LET THE BEASTIES ESCAPE THIS BOOK!
Getty Publications It’s no ordinary day at the castle! This beautifully illustrated, picture book is a fun introduction to the medieval
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world and the illuminated bestiary. Young Godfrey and his family toil for the lord and lady of the castle. But when Godfrey stumbles
upon an unﬁnished Book of Beasts, its splendid pictures of animals make him forget his chores. He invents the story of a brave knight,
Sir Godfrey the Glorious, who battles a lion, tames a unicorn, defeats a griﬃn, conquers a bonnacon, and triumphs over a dragon.
Godfrey does not realize that each time he says the name of an animal, it magically emerges from the book, causing mayhem and
inadvertently accomplishing his chores. Written by award-winning author Julie Berry, and featuring fantastical illustrations by April
Lee, this children’s book also contains engaging back matter with information on life in the Middle Ages and a mini-bestiary showing
animals from original thirteenth-century manuscripts. Don’t Let the Beasties Escape This Book! brings the Middle Ages, legendary
beasts, and the medieval imagination to life. Ages 5 and up.

WISHES AND WELLINGTONS
Sourcebooks Young Readers From New York Timesbestselling and award-winning author Julie Berry comes a middle-grade fantasy
adventure full of humor and heart. Be careful what you wish for ... Maeve Merritt chafes at the rigid rules at her London boarding
school for "Upright Young Ladies." When punishment forces her to sort through the trash, she ﬁnds a sardine tin that houses a foultempered djinni with no intention of submitting to a schoolgirl as his master. Soon an orphan boy from the charitable home next door,
a mysterious tall man in ginger whiskers, a disgruntled school worker, and a take-no-prisoners business tycoon are in hot pursuit of
Maeve and her magical discovery. It'll take all of her quick thinking and sass to set matters right. Maeve Merritt is one feisty heroine
you won't soon forget. First published as an Audible Original in 2018.

LONG AGO, ON A SILENT NIGHT
Scholastic Inc. The miracle of Christmas comes alive in this luminous celebration of unconditional love and the joy and hope and
promise in every child from Printz Honor receipient Julie Berry! Long ago, in a dusty barn, a mother took a child in her arms, wrapped
him snug, made his bed in the hay. He was her gift that Christmas Day. There's no sweeter gift than a life so new. My best gift, little
one, is you.In this poignant and lyrical story by Printz Honor recepient Julie Berry, the miracle of Christmas and the promise in every
new child come together in a luminous celebration of unconditional love and hope. With tender, incandescent illustrations by Annie
Won, the wonder of the nativity story and the marvel of every baby come alive in a wholly extraordinary book for families
everywhere.A special, beautiful keepsake storybook to read, share, and cherish every Christmas season with the ones you love.
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CURSE OF THE BIZARRO BEETLE #2
Penguin With CodyÕs archnemesis, Headmaster Farley, banished from the school, Cody should be celebrating . . . but something is
bothering him, eating at him . . . literally gnawing on him. Dark forces are on the rise at Splurch Academy and Cody Mack isnÕt sure
which side of the battle heÕs on.

THE PASSION OF DOLSSA
A NOVEL
Penguin Rescuing a mystic healer who is being violently pursued by a rogue monk in thirteenth-century Provensa, scrappy
matchmaker Botille is challenged to protect the entire village against the monks' crusade to burn heretics.

THE NIGHT FROLIC
For readers who love The Night Gardener, The Antlered Ship, and Emily Winﬁeld Martin's Dream Animals, this mythological, Sendakinspired romp to the top of the world and back home again is a bedtime classic-in-the-making. Where do children go when they drift
oﬀ to sleep? They ﬂoat on a warm nighttime breeze over forests and peaks. They tumble down a mountain carpeted in night
blossoms. They sail in silver ships over ribbons of moonlight, and arrive at a shining pavilion at the very top of the world. Now the
Night Frolic can begin. From acclaimed creators Julie Berry and Jaime Zollars, this exquisite, immersive bedtime fantasy will
mesmerize dreamers young and old.

THE COLOSSAL FOSSIL FREAKOUT
Penguin When Headmaster Farley's estranged sister takes over Splurch Academy, Cody and the other boys are pitted against their
new classmates, the girls of Priscilla Prim Academy for Precious and Proper Young Ladies.

WHO RUNS THE WORLD?
Pan Macmillan Welcome to the Matriarchy. Sixty years after a virus has wiped out almost all the men on the planet, things are pretty
much just as you would imagine a world run by women might be: war has ended; greed is not tolerated; the ecological needs of the
planet are always put ﬁrst. In two generations, the female population has grieved, pulled together and moved on, and life really is
pretty good - if you're a girl. It's not so great if you're a boy, but fourteen-year-old River wouldn't know that. Until she met Mason, she
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thought they were extinct.

THE TROUBLE WITH SQUIDS #4
Penguin It's a squid invasion! The boys uncover an old forgotten swimming pool hidden away below the ﬂoor of the school's
gymnasium?-and below the surface they discover a whole undersea world that might just provide them with a way to ﬁnally escape
from Splurch Academy. However, they soon realize that the pool is overﬂowing with evil monstrous squids.

THE AMARANTH ENCHANTMENT
Bloomsbury Publishing USA When a mysterious piece of jewelry and a strange visitor arrive in the jewelry shop where she works
for her evil aunt, Lucinda's course takes a surprising turn. With the help of the Amaranth Witch, a young (and harmless) con-artist, and
a prince, Lucinda uncovers secrets about her own royal past. A strong seller in hardcover, this original fairytale marks an exciting
debut from a lyrical new voice

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY: BAND 18/PEARL (COLLINS BIG CAT)
HarperCollins UK Orphans Nicholas and Kate arrive in London to ﬁnd help from their uncle, but his cold-hearted, cruel attitude sets
the siblings on a course that will change their lives forever. Immerse yourself in this beautiful adaptation of one of Charles Dickens’
best-known novels by Julie Berry.

THE EMPEROR'S OSTRICH
Roaring Brook Press Magic and mayhem abound in this fantasy adventure from the author of The Scandalous Sisterhood of
Prickwillow Place. Young dairymaid Begonia has lost her cow Alfalfa. So she has set oﬀ on a search across the countryside even
though she has nothing but a magical map to guide her. Along the way she meets a mother and baby, a woodcutter, a very dirty
young man, and an eight-foot ostrich. Meanwhile, the emperor has gone missing from the royal palace in a most mysterious manner.
Was it murder? Was it magic? It will take all of Begonia's wits to save the empire and get Alfalfa home safely.

HAPPY RIGHT NOW
Sounds True An illustrated picture book that teaches the best way to be happy is to embrace the circumstances we ﬁnd ourselves in
each day Happy Right Now brings a much-needed message to kids: it’s great to feel happy, but it’s okay to feel sad sometimes too.
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Dealing with emotions can be hard. Children experience the same range of strong feelings as adults, but often don’t have the tools to
deal with them. For children ages 4 to 8, Happy Right Now teaches emotional intelligence with fun, relatable imagery and clever
rhymes. Award-winning author Julie Berry brings a playful bounce to the important lesson that kids don’t need to wait for fantastic
gifts, school vacations, or sunny days to ﬁnd joy in the moment. And even if they can’t ﬁnd a way to choose happiness—if the blues
are just too strong—Berry provides a series of quick practices to help young readers move through their sadness. Smartly illustrated
by Holly Hatam, Happy Right Now is perfect for children, parents, and caregivers who want to learn how to navigate diﬃcult emotions
and embrace the bright side of any situation, rain or shine.

JANE EYRE: BAND 18/PEARL (COLLINS BIG CAT)
HarperCollins UK When governess Jane Eyre goes to work at Thornﬁeld Hall and meets the mysterious Mr Rochester, her life ﬁnally
feels like it’s going right. Until the strange woman in the attic threatens everything. Charlotte Bronte’s epic classic is beautifully retold
here by award-winning author Julie Berry.

CRIME AND CARPETBAGS
From award-winning author Julie Berry comes the second installment in the fantastically adventurous Wishes and Wellingtons series,
in which our heroine, Maeve Merritt, embarks on a magic-powered and most dangerous quest to help her friends Now that Maeve
Merritt has surrendered Mermeros, the djinni she found in a sardine can, she expects her life in London will be dull as dirt. But villains
from Maeve's previous escapades are still searching for the djinni, now in the hands of Mr. Poindexter, the adoptive father of Maeve's
friend Tommy. When Mr. Poindexter tries to use one of his wishes, he and Mermeros go missing-and without a guardian, Tom will be
forced back to the orphanage. With the help of magical ﬂying carpetbags, Maeve, Tom, and their friend Alice soar oﬀ to ﬁnd Mr.
Poindexter and that rascal, Mermeros, before the djinni's fabled wishes fall into the wrong hands.

PRINCESS JUNIPER OF THE HOURGLASS
Philomel Tired of all the rules of comportment at court, Princess Juniper asks for, and receives, a very small country of her own for
her thirteenth name-day, one she can set up and rule with less formality and more simple friendship--but there is trouble at home and
she has to ﬁnd a way to thwart her distant cousin's ambitions.
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WORN THRESHOLDS
London, Ont. : Brick Books Reading Julie Berry's poetry means entering a new poetic space, crossing thresholds of pain and delight
at once raw and reﬁned. "like marie d'oignies who buried bloody/ mouthfuls of herself/ in the garden/ i need my poems to be like this,"
Berry writes in "Touching Ground.""Like this" is ﬁnely-turned and constantly surprising, haunting as plainsong, throaty as the blues.
Her images are so completely unexpected and yet so thoroughly right that you are left wondering why you never imagined "the
minute hand [falling] into the refrigerator and breakfast/ . . . clattering across the lawn/ its spoons and bowls and burning toast." Her
eye is keen and quirky; its wide embrace enfolds the highways and cemeteries of southwestern Ontario, ﬂying pianos, her lover's exneck, Elizabeth Graves Simcoe, furniture cleaners, suicides and mass strandings. And of course her reader. Here is a poet whose
honesty and wry humour loosen the tangles of the heart. "When you walk into the world with these poems in your head, the world has
a new clarity, more light. The most startling and unforgettable book of poetry I've read in a long time." --Susan Musgrave

KILL ME SOFTLY
Carolrhoda Lab ™ Mirabelle's past is shrouded in secrecy, from her parents' tragic deaths to her guardians' half-truths about why
she can't return to her birthplace, Beau Rivage. Desperate to see the town, Mira runs away—and discovers a world she never could
have imagined. In Beau Rivage, nothing is what it seems—the strangely pale girl with a morbid interest in apples, the obnoxious
playboy who's a beast to everyone he meets, and the chivalrous guy who has a thing for damsels in distress. Here, fairy tales come to
life, curses are awakened, and ancient stories are played out again and again. But fairy tales aren't pretty things, and they don't
always end in happily ever after. Mira has a role to play, a fairy tale destiny to embrace or resist. As she struggles to take control of
her fate, Mira is drawn into the lives of two brothers with fairy tale curses of their own...brothers who share a dark secret. And she'll
ﬁnd that love, just like fairy tales, can have sharp edges and hidden thorns.

DEVILS UNTO DUST
HarperCollins Keep together. Keep your eyes open. Keep your wits about you. The desert is unkind in the best of times. And the
decade since the Civil War has been anything but the best of times for Daisy Wilcox—call her Willie—and her family. This tense, heartpounding alternate history about a young woman ﬁghting to survive the unthinkable will keep fans of Westworld and The Walking
Dead reading late into the night. A horrifying sickness has spread across the West Texas desert. Infected people—shakes—attack the
living, and the surviving towns are only as safe as their perimeter walls are strong. The state is all but quarantined from the rest of the
country. Glory, Texas, is a near ghost town. Still, seventeen-year-old Willie has managed to keep her siblings safe, even after the
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sickness took their mother. But then her good-for-nothing father steals a fortune from one of the most merciless shake hunters in
town, and Willie is left on the hook for his debt. With two young hunters as guides, Willie sets out across the desert to ﬁnd her father.
And the desert holds more dangers than just shakes. This riveting debut novel blends True Grit with 28 Days Later for an
unforgettable journey.

JANE EYRE
BAND 18/PEARL
Collins Big Cat

BOOKS AND BOOKMEN
IndyPublish.com

MYSTIC PIECES
Empress Books Enjoy this small town paranormal cozy mystery series with an amateur sleuth by author Ada Bell. Aly doesn't believe
in psychics. Too bad she just had a vision. Future scientists don't have visions. Aly's got enough on her plate, with ﬁnishing her degree
and taking care of her nephew and starting her new job at the antique store while drooling over the owner's gorgeous son. No visions.
Alas, the universe doesn't care what Aly believes. When she turns 21, she starts to feel psychic impressions left on objects. A
disorienting power for someone surrounded by antiques. Then cranky customer Earl is killed, and Aly's new boss Olive is the prime
suspect. She's also the only person who can help Aly understand her unexpected superpowers. Who hated Earl enough to kill? Police
would rather make a quick arrest than investigate, so it's up to Aly to clear Olive's name. Shady Grove is reeling from the ﬁrst murder
in decades, but no one seems to know anything. If Aly gets her hands on the right object, she might be able to see what happened.
Can she learn to control her visions before the killer sets their sights on her? Welcome to Shady Grove: where science meets seances.
Mystic Pieces is the ﬁrst book in the Shady Grove Psychic Mystery series, which is perfect for readers who like small towns, antiques,
supernatural sleuths, and slightly nerdy STEM heroines. Okay, really nerdy heroines. Fans of Stella Bixby, Annabel Chase, Amy Boyles,
Lily Harper Hart, and Samantha Silver will deﬁnitely all under this small town's spell. Praise for Mystic Pieces: "Mystic Pieces is a
charming, humorous, and original mystery that weaves a tale of murder and self-discovery with heart, family, and psychic visions." Reader's Favorite "This was a solid start to this paranormal cozy mystery series. I had fun reading this one. I liked the inclusion of Aly's
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psychic powers and how she tried to use them to help solve the mystery. It made sense how she got involved and how she went about
ﬁguring out who had done it. And I liked how natural and realistic instead forced some of the coincidences felt. The mystery kept me
guessing, although the murderer wasn't too big of a surprise there were some nice twists along the way and I was never quite sure
who the murderer was. I liked Aly as a main character and reading about her and her powers. I liked the side characters and how each
had their own personality that made it easy to remember. All in all I really enjoyed this book and look forward to the next book in the
series!" - Lola's Book Reviews "A cute and cozy introduction to the quirky and devoted characters, Mystic Pieces is the perfect ﬁrst
installment to the Shady Grove Psychic Mystery Series." - Literary Lioness

THE AMARANTH ENCHANTMENT
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Orphaned at age ﬁve, Lucinda, now ﬁfteen, stands with courage against the man who took everything
from her, aided by a thief, a clever goat, and a mysterious woman called the Witch of Amaranth, while the prince she knew as a child
prepares to marry, unaware that he, too, is in danger.

THE RAT BRAIN FIASCO
Penguin Cody Mack's misdeeds land him in a reformatory school, where he soon discovers that the principal and teachers are actual
monsters with a sinister plan to alter the boys' brains.

WHY DO I HAVE ASPERGER'S?
A MOTHER'S MEMOIR OF LOVE, HOPE, AND PERSEVERANCE
Lucid Books How do we handle adversity, confusion, and even anger when we're walking through a diﬃcult time? This book shares
the journey of a family as they trusted God in the midst of what seemed an insurmountable diagnosis.

BURGLARS AND BLUESTOCKINGS
Sourcebooks Young Readers

THE FIFTEENTH MINUTE
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A SPORTS ROMANCE
Tuxbury Publishing LLC Freshman Lianne Challice is known to millions of fans as Princess Vindi. But sometimes a silver screen
sorceress just wants to hang up her wand, tell her manager to shove it, and become a normal college student. Too bad that's harder
than it looks. She's never lived a normal life. She hasn't been to school since kindergarten. And getting close to anyone is just too risky
-- the last boy she kissed sold the story to a British tabloid. But she can't resist trying to get close to Daniel "DJ" Trevi, the hot, broody
guy who spins tunes for hockey games in the arena. Something's haunting his dark eyes, and she needs to know more. DJ's genius is
for expressing the mood of the crowd with a ten second song snippet. With just a click and a fade, he can spread hope, pathos or
elation among six thousand screaming fans. Too bad his college career is about to experience the same quick fade-out as one of his
songs. He can't get close to Lianne, and he can't tell her why. And the fact that she seems to like him at all? Incredible.

CURSE OF THE BIZARRO BEETLE
Penguin Escaping the Splurch Academy inﬁrmary using stolen keys, Cody Mack and friends prepare for Halloween and try to ﬁgure
out Cody's dreams about a giant beetle that seems to be turning him into a monster.

CRANKY RIGHT NOW
Sounds True Sometimes we’re all cranky, and that’s okay! Cranky Right Now shows kids how to deal with those cranky days. Cranky
Right Now brings a much-needed message to kids: sometimes we’re all cranky. Maybe we’re tired, we’re hungry, or we’re just feeling
grumpy. Dealing with emotions can be hard. Cranky Right Now is a fun and funny ride through the ups and downs of being cranky,
helping kids process diﬃcult feelings, frustrating relationships, and things that just make them mad. Award-winning author Julie Berry
talks about reasons kids can feel cranky and how to recognize those feelings and acknowledge them. She then gives simple practices
for moving through crankiness. She shows that it’s okay to be in a bad mood sometimes—just not to take it out on others—and that
cranky days will eventually give way to happy ones. A companion volume to Happy Right Now, with Holly Hatam’s bright and playful
illustrations, Cranky Right Now helps you embrace, understand, and move through cranky in a whole new way.

THE WALNUT-CRACKING MACHINE
Buschekbooks
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THE TROUBLE WITH SQUIDS
Penguin When Cody Mack and the boys uncover an old, forgotten swimming pool hidden below the ﬂoor of Splurch Academy's
gymnasium they think it may provide them with an escape route, but the pool is overﬂowing with evil, monstrous squids.

TOOTH AND CLAW
Hachette UK A family of dragons gathers on the occasion of the death of their father, the elder Bon Agornin. As is custom, they must
eat the body. But even as Bon's last remains are polished oﬀ, his sons and daughters must all jostle for a position in the new
hierarchy. While the youngest son seeks greedy remuneration through the courts of law, the eldest son - a dragon of the cloth agonises over his father's deathbed confession. While one daughter is caught between loyalty to her family by blood and her family by
marriage, another daughter follows her heart - only to discover the great cost of true love... Here is a Victorian story of political
intrigue, family ties and political intrigue, set in a world of dragons - a world, quite literally, red in tooth and claw. Full of ﬁery wit, this
is a novel unlike any other.

PRINCESS JUNIPER OF TORR
Penguin Adventure abounds in this ﬁnale featuring Princess Juniper, who—with the help of friends, secret spy cats, and even a
dragon—is the only one who just might be able to save her father, the palace, and their whole country! Princess Juniper might have
conquered her challenges up in the Hourglass Mountains, but back home in Torr, chaos reigns. The castle has been invaded. Juniper’s
father, King Regis, is behind bars. And all his loyal subjects are imprisoned along with him. Juniper and her friends must ﬁnd a way to
rescue their kingdom! But how? With tricks and spies, secrets and lies piling up at every turn, the friends are in more danger than
ever. But Juniper won’t let that stop her! As Crown Princess, it’s up to her to lead the way and ﬁgure out how to save her home and
her father. Will the small army from Queen’s Basin be enough to outwit the enemy? Or will Torr Castle fall and be lost forever—and
the country along with it? In the ﬁnal book in the Princess Juniper series, perfect for fans of Frozen, Brave and The Princess Academy,
Ammi-Joan Paquette delivers a fun-ﬁlled, heartfelt, action-packed ﬁnale that is ﬁt for a Queen! Praise for Princess Juniper of Torr: "An
exciting conclusion to a strong, smart princess series. Readers of the previous volumes will be hankering for the ending, and those
who are new will want to start at the beginning to get the full story." —School Library Journal Praise for the Princess Juniper series:
"Full of princesses and dragons, the latest volume in this series oﬀers adventure that will set readers’ hearts racing and put smiles on
their faces." —School Library Journal "I absolutely loved Princess Juniper of the Hourglass! It's fantastically delightful, delicious, and
satisfying. You'll want to follow Juniper to her kingdom – or even better, start your own!" —Sarah Beth Durst, author of Enchanted Ivy
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and Ice “I adored Princess Juniper! Readers will cheer as she leads and defends her hidden kingdom in this deliciously charming
fantasy.” —Julie Berry, author of Secondhand Charm and The Amaranth Enchantment “Princess Juniper proves that you can love your
silk dresses and still be a hero. This is a smart, feisty kid with a thirst for experiences, and I loved watching her learn to lead. A fun and
insightful coming-of-age tale.” —Ellen Booraem, author of Small Persons with Wings "A gently adventurous and luxuriously detailed
romp." —Kirkus Reviews "With elements from William Golding’s The Lord of the Flies and Paul Fleischman’s Weslandia, this story can
be enjoyed by those who love princess stories and adventure tales....A rollicking tale that will please a wide range of readers."
—School Library Journal "This...dramatic and humorous novel...involves some entertaining twists and paves the way for more
lighthearted intrigue ahead." —Publishers Weekly "Paquette takes young readers gently by the hand into the adult world of
responsibility, danger, and the unknown. The fully developed cast of characters is engaging, and readers will cheer the conclusion and
happily await Juniper’s further adventures." —Booklist

I AM, ANDC
THE GILBERT WHITE POEMS
ON THE MOVE!
Simon and Schuster Rita, Dan, Max and Ted are on the move in Trucktown! Kids will have hands-on fun with a movable part on each
spread! Swing Wrecker Rosie's wrecking ball, spin Monster Truck Max's wheel, dump gravel from Dump Truck Dan's bed, and move
Tow Truck Ted's hook up and down as he saves a good friend!
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